This paper extends the CARDINAL architecture by Kim et al. (2005) to CARDINAL-E. CARDINAL-E keeps the innate immune system behaviour at every computer on the network and relocates the adaptive immune system behaviour to higher performance computers. Two paradigmatic shifts are achieved by this modification. First is the shift from standalone to supportive, otherwise considered as architecturally static to dynamic. This leads to an additional layer of homeostasis at a network-wide level. The intended effect is to leverage unused capacity on networks of heterogeneous machines. Secondly, the change represents a subtle granular shift from "each computer has identical immune system components" to "the network (as a whole) carries all the immune system components". This is a synthetic network-wide "body" where organs (CARDINAL's Periphery and Lymph Node components) are finite and proportionate in quantity, and evolve their behaviour over time. Unknown inputs with danger signals are transferred to lymph nodes for further analysis. In larger networks l < n∧ l > 1 is true, where l is the set of hosts with lymph nodes and n is the quantity of hosts. Host 2 illustrates a single CARDINAL host as proposed by Kim et al. (2005) .
: A simplified illustrative example of the CARDINAL-E architecture in a small network. Inputs are received at each host. Unknown inputs with danger signals are transferred to lymph nodes for further analysis. In larger networks l < n∧ l > 1 is true, where l is the set of hosts with lymph nodes and n is the quantity of hosts. Host 2 illustrates a single CARDINAL host as proposed by Kim et al. (2005) .
Problem
A problem for moderately sized real-time distributed applications is maintaining enough computational capacity for decision analysis. We are addressing the performance requirement for real-time security applications in industrial control system (ICS) network and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) network scenarios. These networks commonly have combinations of legacy and new systems that need real-time protection. SCADA networks, by definition are remotely and sparsely located. Balancing computational effort is often a solution to the computation capacity problem. These same applications and networked computer systems are also targeted by hackers and malware. In this case the load balancing solution needs to be robust (no single point of failure) and adaptive to a number of compromised systems or disconnected network segments. Therefore, we need an architecture (like CARDINAL-E) that would support these application scenarios whilst requiring minimal computational resources.
Approach
To achieve these aims we worked toward a decentralised and fault tolerant framework and selected an immune system inspired approach. The CARDINAL framework against malicious worms by Kim et al. (2005) provided an artificial immune system (AIS) base for this self-organisation and the malware self-healing functionality. CARDINAL offered malleability to network-based decentralised decision making applications and embodied immunological danger theory, see Matzinger (1994) . Our work employed the conceptual AIS framework in Stepney et al. (2005) to aid the complex (distributed) systems framework development. This led us to consider the decentralised self-management and self-organisation mappings to immune system flow and signalling regulatory mechanisms and other biological processes including cell potency and conscious awareness. We also considered these mappings to the engineered robustness of recent peer-to-peer botnet architectures particularly for their approaches to minimising their impact on network traffic, see Wang et al. (2010) .
Method
In the proposed method, the key modifications to Kim et al.' s framework are the conditional removal of lymph node behaviour from some computers and periodic reorganisation of the behavioural roles. Figure 1 simplifies the proposed architecture. An engineered implementation of CARDINAL-E will only accept the networked application with multiple Lymph Node components.
The reorganisation process proposed enables the reactive lightweight CARDINAL component (input sensor, signatures, etc.) to execute on all CARDINAL-E hosts and the heavier-weight analysis (diagnosis, etc.) to execute on fewer selected hosts. A reorganisation procedure of distributed system roles requires routines for initialisation, transfer of roles, periodic data analysis, historical data analysis, decentralised decision making, secure data transfer, etc. We expect suitable metrics for the role transfer decision to be CPU, memory, disk space and network load parameters recorded and averaged over given time periods. Further careful consideration of these routines will potentially lead to the occurrence of adaptive homeostasis and the emergence of regulatory network activity cycles for a given network.
Future Application
A future application of CARDINAL-E is to self-healing network security on industrial network types. This requires definition of the CARDINAL application. Kim et al.'s CARDI-NAL framework uses a population based model of dendritic cell and T-cell interactions to decide when to respond. The definitions of danger theory damage proposed by Kim et al. define bad or unwanted behaviour. The degree (severity and certainty) to which that unwanted behaviour has been experienced will determine the response category. CARDINAL leaves the definition of strong and weak responses, and response types open to the application designer. To close some of CARDINAL's open representations, Fu et al. (2007) introduced the MAAIS architecture as a derivative of CAR-DINAL. We intend to reuse Fu et al.'s following additions "length of attack time" to CARDINAL's damage certainty and severity factors; a two-tier damage threshold to decide whether attack analysis requests are handled locally (client) or remotely (server); a weighted equation to determine a damage value; and use of the ASK and TELL protocol for agent communications.
Furthermore, we describe the key representations of detection (antigen input vector), diagnosis (innate system damage decision vector) and experimental response. We represent antigen input as a statistically dimensionally reduced set of eight attributes from the KDD Kim et al. (2005) .
Conclusion
This work leads toward a self-healing system against novel attacks and malware on ICS and SCADA network scenarios, such as dynamic military and defence computer networks and manufacturing industrial networks of various scales. Further work is required to define the CARDINAL-E reorganisation routines and the immune system inspired decentralised decision making, and the CARDINAL diagnosis and response mechanism for novel attacks must be explicitly addressed.
